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A B S T R A C T   

The proven benefits of limited-stop services have captured the attention of researchers, especially 
during the last decade. However, to solve the limited-stop service design problem many existing 
works directly impose a capacity constraint to a total social cost objective function. This “naïve 
approach” implicitly assumes that passengers behave altruistically, basing their decisions on what 
is best for the whole system. Although this issue has been identified in earlier works, the 
magnitude of the error induced by this simplification has not been studied yet. The objective of 
this work is to measure this error and to understand how it misrepresents passenger flows and bus 
occupation rates. To measure this error gap, we optimize a set of test scenarios by applying a 
naïve approach, and then take the resulting design and obtain a benchmark passenger assignment 
using a simple behavioral model. We propose two main indicators to compare both passenger 
assignment: the total passenger deviation, and the total capacity deficit. This comparison reveals 
that the assignment of the naïve approach may indeed be unrealistic, and raises concerns that a 
network design based on the naïve approach might have severe problems when implemented. 
Thus, the work highlights the importance of taking the results of the naïve approach with caution 
and verify them with a passenger assignment model before their implementation.   

1. Introduction 

The first city that captured worldwide attention with its bus rapid transit (BRT) system was Curitiba, Brazil, which implemented a 
network of such services in the period of 1974–1991. Since then, 170 cities have implemented BRT worldwide (www.brtdata.org). Of 
these systems, 80% have been implemented since the year 2000, and 40% in the last 10 years. BRT systems are generally recognized as 
a high-capacity and cost-effective alternative to rail-based systems. They can provide the quality of service of rail-based systems with 
the cost and flexibility of buses. To fully exploit their potential, BRT often relies on the operation of limited-stop services, i.e., services 
that skip some selected stops along their route to provide a faster connection between specific stops. These services, when designed 
properly, can reduce users’ travel times and increase the capacity of a corridor simultaneously. This characteristic allows the 
Transmilenio system of Bogotá (Colombia) to cater to around 45,000 commuters per hour in one direction, with an average speed of 25 
km/h (Hidalgo & Muñoz, 2014) which is similar to the performance of many high-capacity rail-based transit systems. The benefits of 
limited-stop bus services stem from the fact that a faster ride reduces cycle times, allowing buses to carry more passengers and thus 
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increase the productivity of the system (El-Geneidy & Surprenant-Legault, 2010; Larrain & Muñoz, 2016; Tétreault & El-Geneidy, 
2010). 

The tangible benefits of limited-stop services have attracted the attention of researchers, especially during the last decade. The 
question of how to design this type of services has been tackled under different assumptions and using diverse methodologies. One 
particularly challenging aspect of the limited-stop service design problem (LSDP) comes from the fact that the level of service of any 
given solution is a direct consequence of how passengers behave, i.e., of how they choose their routes given the available services (we 
will later discuss exactly what we understand as a route in this context). One way to deal with this issue is to define a separate pas-
senger assignment problem to predict how users choose their routes, and use it to evaluate the performance of the network for any 
given solution. Then, a solution can be found with a multi-level approach, iterating between a design and a passenger assignment 
phase. This approach is sensible, but it usually converges to suboptimal solutions. To deal with this issue it seems reasonable to attempt 
to solve the design problem and a passenger assignment problem simultaneously, using a social cost function as the objective function. 
Intuitively, this approach makes sense, because minimizing social costs should lead to passengers individually minimizing their own 
travel times as well. Unfortunately, this argument is invalid when limited bus capacity forces some passengers to settle for a route they 
would not choose as their first option. 

To find the optimal service design using a simultaneous approach, many existing works either leave vehicle capacity out of the 
analysis, or directly impose a capacity constraint to a total cost objective function. The first approach makes sense in systems where 
buses rarely reach their capacity, which is not the case in most BRT systems in practice. The second approach, imposing a capacity 
constraint, equals to assuming that passengers behave altruistically, basing their decisions on what is best for the whole system. This 
“naïve” approach may provide service designs (i.e., solutions to the frequency optimization problem) that would work under a dis-
torted picture of passenger assignment, since in the resulting solution some passengers might be assigned by the model to services they 
would not find attractive given their options. We call these services, in the context of this work, “undesired” services. Thus, the 
resulting assignment may not reflect reality, and will have a tendency to underestimate total user costs. 

Although some previous works (Larrain & Muñoz, 2016; Leiva et al., 2010; Soto et al., 2017) have repeatedly pointed out this issue, 
the magnitude of the error induced by this simplification has not been studied yet. Many works in the related literature implement this 
naïve approach as part of their methodologies without discussing its implications. For instance, Sun et al. (2008) optimize BRT fre-
quencies by minimizing total cost without transfers. Chen et al. (2012) also minimize the total cost and design the limited-stop bus 
service for a single bus route for a given travel demand. Chiraphadhanakul and Barnhart (2013) solve the service generation and 
frequency optimization problems simultaneously. Zhang et al. (2016) optimize frequencies for limited-stop and short turning services 
by minimizing total costs for given trip matrix. Martínez et al. (2017) simultaneously solve route design and frequency setting 
problems for a BRT corridor. 

All the works mentioned above optimize service frequencies (or some other design elements) while directly imposing capacity 
constraints to a total cost minimization problem, meaning that by construction they will overestimate the social benefits. It is crucial, 
then, to be able to quantify the size of the gap between this approximate, naïve solution, and the costs that a more realistic passenger 
assignment model would predict. If this gap is small enough, we could argue that this kind of approach is a good approximation and 
simplification of the original problem, and its utilization could even be encouraged. 

The objective of this work is to measure the size of this error and to understand how it misrepresents passenger flows and bus 
occupation rates. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones who have identified this issue (Larrain & Muñoz, 2016; Leiva et al., 
2010; Soto et al., 2017), and this is the first work that aims to quantify this effect. This work also provides a methodology to validate the 
results of the naïve approach. It will help the transportation planners or researchers who would like to implement their solutions based 
on the naïve, simplified approach. We perform an experiment over a set of instances of the problem for a simple bus corridor. First, we 
design the services for this corridor using a naïve LSDP model. Then, we estimate a benchmark passenger assignment by taking the 
resulting service design from the naïve LSDP, and estimating its “intended” passenger assignment, i.e., the passenger assignment that 
would result if bus capacity were not binding. From now on, we will call it the benchmark assignment. We perform our experiments on 
two versions of the LSDP model, based on different types of passenger assignment models, explained in detail in the following sections: 
itinerary-based, and route-based. The benchmark passenger assignment is obtained using the same type of behavioral model behind 
the LSDP variant under consideration. 

We acknowledge that assuming unlimited bus capacity for this comparison is a debatable decision. When the demand for a service 
approaches or exceeds its capacity, congestion appears in the form of increasing waiting times and discomfort. A better prediction of 
passenger assignment on these scenarios would involve dealing with user equilibrium or some other tool that considers congestion. 
There are different approaches for dealing with this equilibrium problem. One way to do this is to assume that waiting times are flow 
dependent (De Cea & Fernández, 1993), which leads to an asymmetric equilibrium problem which is not trivial to solve. Another 
possible approach to estimate passenger assignment on a congested network would be to use a transit simulation tool (Binder et al., 
2017; Cats & Hartl, 2016). 

There are three main reasons we opted to use the benchmark passenger assignment (i.e., how passengers would assign to a given 
corridor design if capacity was not binding) to compare against the naïve approach. The first one is that it allows us to understand the 
magnitude of the problem, i.e., how many users are assigned to a route that they would not take under the route choices provided in the 
network. Second, this benchmark assignment gives a lower bound for the user costs (recall that it is yielded by a total cost minimizing 
model) in contrast of a more realistic equilibrium assignment, so it is a conservative estimate of the impacts of this simplification. The 
third reason is more practical: obtaining the benchmark passenger assignment is trivial, which allows us to study more instances, and 
to cover more cases to perform a deeper analysis. In other words, this simplification makes the problem tractable, while still giving a 
good and objective measure of how distant from reality the passenger assignment from the naïve solution can be. Further research on 
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this subject will look into the differences between the altruistic assignment from the naïve approach and the more realistic assignment 
that an equilibrium or simulation model would predict. 

In order to compare the passenger assignment from the naïve approach against the benchmark assignment for the same network, 
we define two indicators. The first one is the level of passenger diversion (i.e., the proportion of total passenger travel time that differs 
between assignments), and the capacity deficit in the service design (i.e., the proportion of additional capacity of the system required 
to cater for the benchmark passenger assignment). 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art review pertaining to the LSDP, and the different 
approaches authors have considered for optimizing frequencies, modelling passenger assignment, and dealing with capacity in their 
formulations. Section 3 presents the mathematical formulation for the LSDP using a naïve approach, considering both route-based and 
itinerary-based user behavior. Section 4 details the solution methodology and performance indicators introduced in this work. Section 
5 presents the results of different scenarios for a 5-stop bus corridor with three services. The last section summarizes our findings and 
recommendations. 

2. Literature review 

Although in this work we focus on the effects of the naïve approach when designing limited-stop services, this issue can appear in 
more general transport service design problems, where different aspects of the network need to be determined, such as the routes (i.e., 
the streets the vehicles follow), the stopping patterns, or the frequency (or timetable) of each service. As long as passenger assignment 
(i.e., the routes they choose to perform their trips) is relevant to the estimation of system performance, introducing bus capacity 
constraints directly in a combined design problem becomes problematic. In the review paper by Desaulniers & Hickman (2007), the 
authors provide a classification of the strategic, tactical and operational problems involved in planning and operating a public 
transport system. Under this classification, it seems that tactical planning problems are the most likely to lend themselves to a naïve 
approach, because in a more strategic level passenger assignment is usually simplified, and in a more operational level the decisions 
involved will not necessarily affect passenger assignment. 

In this work, we analyze the impact of implementing the naïve solution on a limited-stop service frequency optimization problem 
(LSDP). A taxonomy of sub problems involved in the solution of a LSDP is presented in Soto et al. (2017). We explain these problems 
using a figure (Fig. 1) taken from that paper. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the LSDP broadly consists of two problems. The first one is the limited- 
stop service generation problem (LSGP) and the second one is the capacitated frequency optimization and assignment problem 
(CFOAP). These problems are not trivial to solve due to high level of complexity involved, such as the combinatorial nature and the 
non-linearity of the LSGP, as well as the non-convexity of the CFOAP (Larrain, 2013; Larrain & Muñoz, 2020; Larrain et al., 2015; Soto 
et al., 2017). Moreover, in order to solve the CFOAP, we must characterize how passengers would choose their paths towards their 
destinations in the presence of limited capacity. 

To deal with the previous complexity, we can drop the capacity constraint from the CFOAP, reducing it to the frequency opti-
mization and assignment problem, which can be further subdivided into a frequency optimization problem (FOP) and a passenger 
assignment problem (PAP). The solution of the FOAP is relatively easy because it allows a naïve solution approach. To incorporate 
capacity constraints into the analysis (i.e., to obtain a solution for the CFOAP from the FOAP), Soto et al. (2017) propose a bi-level 
optimization approach which is solved iteratively that was tested for both deterministic and stochastic passenger assignments. 

There is a considerable amount of published works regarding frequency optimization and passenger assignment models for public 
transit, although the naming of the sub problems varies in the literature. A detailed review of solution approaches for optimizing 
frequencies for the more general service design problem is presented in Guihaire & Hao (2008), while Liu et al. (2010) provide a review 
of works pertaining to passenger assignment, also in a more general perspective (i.e., not specific for limited-stop service design). 

Both passenger assignment and frequency optimization models usually follow a frequency-based or a schedule-based approach to 

Fig. 1. Framework for the limited-stop service design problem (Soto et al., 2017).  
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model waiting times and the decisions that they imply. In frequency-based assignment models, passengers do not count on information 
on the exact schedule for the services, so their waiting times are estimated based solely on the service frequencies. In a schedule-based 
approach, users rely on a schedule to plan their trips, so waiting times and travel times depend on their departure times and the specific 
sequence of services each user takes. For a review paper on schedule-based passenger assignment please refer to Fu et al. (2012). 
Naturally, frequency-based approaches are suitable for high frequency networks, while schedule-based approaches work better in low 
frequency networks with a good information system. In this work we focus on the case where passenger assignment is frequency-based, 
which is the most relevant case for most developing countries, and thus the rest of the literature review focuses on works that follow 
this particular logic. 

The FOP corresponds to the problem of setting the frequencies of a set of candidate services (which may or may not contain limited- 
stop services) in order to minimize operator costs, user costs, or both. Salzborn (1972) presents a formulation that minimizes the 
number of buses and passengers’ waiting time. Mohring (1972) develops the well-known square-root formula for determining the 
optimum frequency of a service that minimizes the sum of user and operator costs. Ceder & Wilson (1986); Furth & Wilson (1981); 
Pattnaik et al. (1998) also minimize the user and operator costs while Kornfeld et al. (2014) and Yu et al. (2010) only minimize users’ 
waiting time and travel time respectively. 

The PAP consists on, given a given transit network (which may or may not offer limited-stop services) and a demand matrix, to 
predict how users perform their trips and the resulting load on each segment for each service. These models can take many different 
forms, with various levels of complexity and realism. One key distinction is how these models deal with the fact that passengers may 
improve their travel times by strategically updating their decisions along the route, depending on which services arrive to the stops. 
Three typical levels of complexity found in the literature regarding this matter are the following:  

• Passengers follow an itinerary, defined as a sequence of specific services and transfer stops to get from certain origin to a given 
destination.  

• Passengers follow a route (sometimes also referred as a path). A public transit route, in the context of passenger assignment, is a 
sequence of groups of “attractive” services and fixed transfer stops to get from an origin to a destination. On each stage of their trip, 
passengers take the first bus to show up from their set of attractive services. The set of paths contains the set of itineraries.  

• Passengers follow a strategy (also known as hyperpath). A passenger following a strategy decides which services are attractive at 
each stop, and where to alight when taking each one of them. In a strategy the sequence of transfer stops is not fixed a priori, it will 
depend on which services the passenger ends up taking. The set of strategies contains the set of routes. For more on strategies please 
refer to Spiess & Florian (1989) and Nguyen & Pallottino (1988). 

The first two types of behavior are illustrated with a numerical example in Fig. 2 in the next section of this article. 
Passenger assignment models for public transit can be further classified by whether passengers behave deterministically or sto-

chastically. In the deterministic case, all trips from a given O-D pair will be assigned to the minimum cost option, given enough ca-
pacity, i.e., in an “all-or-nothing” fashion. Deterministic passenger assignment models for the uncongested case exist for the three 
different types of behavior described above. The itinerary of minimum cost can be obtained trivially by solving a shortest path problem 
over a modified network. Finding the minimum cost public transit route requires precomputing the sets of attractive lines, which can 

Fig. 2. Expected travel cost for itineraries and routes.  
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be done efficiently using the algorithm described in Chriqui & Robillard (1975). Given these sets of attractive services the problem 
again reduces to a shortest path problem. The strategy of minimum cost can also be computed with relative ease using the algorithm 
described in Spiess & Florian (1989). 

An alternative approach to passenger assignment is to deal directly with capacity. One way to do this is to use game theory to model 
user behavior as a Nash equilibrium. This idea was introduced in the context of urban planning by Wardrop (1952). A passenger 
assignment corresponds to a user equilibrium if no user can improve his or her travel cost by changing their trip strategy. De Cea & 
Fernández (1993) propose an equilibrium formulation for the case where users follow transit routes. Cortés et al. (2013); Nguyen & 
Pallottino (1988); Spiess & Florian (1989) propose equilibrium formulations for the cases where users follow strategies. Besides 
equilibrium, other two approaches to deal with capacity is to assign trips sequentially, known in the literature as dynamic assignment 
(see, for instance, Poon et al., 2004), or to use simulation (Binder et al., 2017; Cats & Hartl, 2016). 

Literature on the LSDP (which englobes any type of service that by design skips some stops along their way) can be traced back to 
Jordan & Turnquist (1979). They addressed the problem of service design for a one-to-many demand matrix. Furth & Day (1985) 
proposed the concepts of short-turn, deadheading and limited-stop services. The concept of short-turn was studied in Ceder (1989); 
Furth (1987) and deadheading in Ceder & Stern (1981); Furth (1985). Cortés et al. (2011) develop frequency optimization models for 
short-turn and deadheading services that minimize the total operational and user costs for a single line. Leiva et al. (2010) develop 
frequency optimization models for the LSDP that minimizes the user and operator costs over a given corridor for a predefined set of 
services, using an iterative procedure to deal with capacity that was later improved in Larrain et al. (2015). Soto et al. (2017); Parbo 
et al. (2018); Torabi & Salari (2019) develop bi-level optimization models for the LSDP. Lastly, a simulation-based robust optimization 
model is developed by Wu et al. (2019) for the LSDP. 

Some of most recent works on the LSDP tackle the problem using a bi-level approach (Leiva et al., 2010; Niu, 2011; Parbo et al., 
2018; Soto et al., 2017; Torabi & Salari, 2019), which prevents the issues arising from capacity interfering with passenger assignment, 
but are likely to converge to sub-optimal solutions. On the other hand, we have also been able to identify numerous works that use the 
naïve approach without mentioning its implications (Chen et al., 2012; Chiraphadhanakul & Barnhart, 2013; Martínez et al., 2017; Sun 
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2016). Their solutions implicitly assume passengers to behave altruistically, which can lead to biased results. 
The objective of this work is to measure this error, to understand how it misrepresents passenger flows and bus occupation rates, and to 
discuss the trade-offs involved in using this naïve simplification. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones who have identified 
this issue (Larrain & Muñoz, 2016; Leiva et al., 2010; Soto et al., 2017), and this is the first work that attempts to measure this effect. 

3. Mathematical formulation of the models 

In this section, we provide a mathematical formulation for the itinerary-based and route-based naïve LSDP over a transit corridor. 
Then, we present the uncongested passenger assignment models for both cases, which are adapted from their respective LSDP models. 

3.1. Mathematical formulation of the naïve LSDP 

As we explain in the previous section, the LSDP implies solving a FOP and a PAP. To find a passenger assignment, we must 
characterize how users choose their path towards their destination. In this work we perform our experiments using two types of 
passenger assignment: itinerary-based and route-based. In both cases passenger assignment is modeled as frequency-based, deter-
ministic, and allowing transfers. Additionally, in this work we do not consider the effect of congestion in our solutions, i.e., travel and 
waiting times are fixed values that are independent of the number of passengers using the service. 

Let us consider a transit corridor, modeled as a set N = {1,⋯, n} of nodes representing bus stops. Over this corridor there is a set L 

of bus lines servicing different sequences of stops in the network, offering a travel time tlij from node i to j ∈ N , and operating with a 
service frequency of fl. If a service l does not connect nodes i and j we can just assume that tlij is a very big number. We now introduce the 
notations used in the models in this section: 

Notations 
Sets:  

• N : Set of stops in the corridor.  
• L : Set of services to optimize.  
• W : Set of O-D pairs w = (ow, dw).  
• A l: Set of line segments for service l (i.e., pairs of nodes visited consecutively by service l).  
• S l: Set of line sections for service l (i.e., one arc per pair of nodes (i, j) served by l).  
• S

a
l : Set of line sections for service l passing through segment a ∈ A l.  

• S : Set of possible line sections, i.e., 
⋃

l∈L S l.  
• S

+
i : Set of line sections emanating from stop i.  

• S
−
i : Set of line sections ending at stop i.  

• δ+i,l: Set of possible destination nodes of line sections in S l with origin i.  
• δ−i,l: Set of possible origin nodes of line sections in S l with destination i.  
• L i: Set of services available for stopi. 
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• L ij: Set of services serving both nodes (i, j). 

Variables:  

• fl: Frequency of service l.  
• xwl

ij : Flow of passengers using line section (i, j) ∈ S l of service l traveling in O-D pair w.  
• f l

ij: Frequency of service l for node (i, j).  
• Vw

ij : Passenger flow on node (i, j) from O-D pair w. 

Parameters:  

• Tw: Travel demand for O-D pair w.  
• Cl: Operating cost of servicel (per cycle).  
• θwt : Value of waiting time for users.  
• θtt : Value of travel time for users.  
• θtr: Transfer penalty.  
• k: Relation between the average headway and the average waiting time.  
• tlij: In-vehicle travel time on line section (i, j) over servicel.  

• bl: Capacity of a bus on servicel. 

Over this network, an itinerary corresponds to a sequence of services and stops to get from an origin stop o ∈ N to a destination stop 
d ∈ N . For example, one possible itinerary to go from o to d in Fig. 2 could be taking line 1 to get from stop A to stop B, and then taking 
line 3 to get from B to C. The cost of an itinerary will be its total expected waiting time weighted by θwt, the value of waiting time, plus 
the cost of in-vehicle travel time weighted by its corresponding factor θtt , plus the cost of transfers, assuming they have an individual 
fixed cost of θtr. For example, the cost of the aforementioned itinerary would be of 63. The first behavioral model we consider in this 
work is that passengers use the available itinerary of minimum cost to perform their trips. 

The limitation of using itineraries for modeling passenger behavior is that they might be too simplistic in the presence of parallel 
services, i.e., different services connecting two given nodes in the network. Faced with this scenario, users could save some time by 
choosing a set of services to perform a given trip leg and taking the first one of them to arrive to the stop. This set may consist of a single 
service. A route is hence defined as a sequence of stops and sets of services (one set for each trip leg) connecting an origin node o to a 
destination node d. For example, in Fig. 2 a passenger can get from A to C by taking the first bus to arrive at stop A (i.e., from line 1 or 2) 
to get to B, and then taking the first bus from lines 3 and 4 to get to C. The expected travel cost (considering waiting and in-vehicle time) 
of a passenger who waits for a set L ’ of lines to go from i to j directly can be estimated by the following expression: 

ETCL ’

ij =
θtt
∑

l∈L ’ fltl
ij + θwtk

∑
l∈L ’ fl

(1) 

In this expression parameter k corresponds to the proportion of the average headway of the set L ’ that the user will wait in average 
at the stop which depends on the headway distribution of the arriving buses from those lines. In our example in Fig. 2 (in which k = 1) 
the expected travel cost from A to B and B to C are 21.33 and 21.60, respectively and the cost of making transfer at B is 8, so the total 
expected travel cost from A to C is 50.93. 

3.1.1. The itinerary based naïve LSDP 
The naïve LSDP model, when people follow their minimum itineraries, can be stated as the following non-linear programming 

problem: 

Minimize
{fl ,xwl

ij }

[
∑

l∈L

Cl∙fl + θwt

{
∑

w∈W

∑

l∈L

∑

(i,j)∈S l

(
k
fl

)

∙xwl
ij

}

+ θtt

{
∑

w∈W

∑

l∈L

∑

(i,j)∈S l

tl
ij∙x

wl
ij

}

+ θtr

{
∑

w∈W

∑

l∈L

∑

(i,j)∈S l

xwl
ij −

∑

w∈W

Tw

}]

, (2) 

Subject to: 

∑

l∈L i

∑

j∈δ+il

xwl
ij −

∑

l∈L i

∑

j∈δ−il

xwl
ji =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Twifi = ow
− Twifi = dw
0otherwise

,∀i ∈ N,∀w ∈ W (3)  

∑

(i,j)∈S a
l

∑

w∈W
xwl

ij ≤ fl∙bl, ∀l ∈ L , a ∈ A l (4)  

fl ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L (5)  

xwl
ij ≥ 0,∀w ∈ W , l ∈ L , (i, j) ∈ S l (6) 
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This model minimizes total costs over two decision variables: fl, that decides frequency of service l, i.e., the service design, and xwl
ij , 

which decides the flow of passengers for each line section, i.e., the passenger assignment for the given service design. 
The total cost has two components – 1) operating cost, and 2) user cost. The operating cost is given by the first term of the objective 

function (2). The user cost has three components: waiting time, in-vehicle travel time and transfers. The average waiting time on each 
trip section is estimated as k/fl, i.e., as proportional to the average headway of the chosen service. The in-vehicle travel time cost for 
each trip section is simply tl

ij. These two values are weighted by the number of passengers that use that particular section, and by the 
respective value of time. The number of transferring passengers is computed as the difference between the total number of trip sections 
and the total number of trips, and weighted by the cost of an individual transfer θtr. 

Constraint (3) links passenger flows at the O-D level and at the line section level, ensuring flow conservation at each node. If ith stop 
is the origin node of O-D pair w (i.e., i= ow), then it ensures that the sum of all outward flows of passengers from ith stop is equal to the 
total travel demand of the O-D pair w (Tw). If ith stop is the destination node of O-D pair w (i.e., i= dw), then it ensures that the sum of all 
inward flows of passengers to ith stop is equal to the total travel demand of the O-D pair w (Tw). If ith stop is neither the origin nor the 
destination node of O-D pair w (i.e., i∕= owordw), then it ensures that the sum of all inward flows of passengers is equal to the sum of all 
outward flows at the ith stop. 

Constraint (4) imposes that bus capacity is not exceeded. By adding this constraint, the solution may be forcing passengers to take 
undesired services just to prevent the vehicle capacity of the services these passengers would rather take to be exceeded, allowing other 
passengers to take them instead. Thus, only if none of constraints (4) are active in the optimal solution we can claim that the solution to 
the problem is valid, in the sense of being consistent with the individual preferences predicted by the passenger assignment model. 

Finally, the last two constraints of the model, (5) and (6), ensure that the frequency of service l and flow of passengers from O-D pair 
w using service l over line section (i, j) are non-negative. 

3.1.2. The route based naïve LSDP 
If we assume that passengers follow routes instead of itineraries, then the naïve LSDP is given by: 

Minimize
{

fl, f l
ij,Vw

ij

}

[
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{
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}]
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Subject to: 
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i
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ij −

∑
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i

Vw
ij =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Twifi = ow
− Twifi = dw
0otherwise

,∀i ∈ N, ∀w ∈ W (8)  

0 ≤ f l
ij ≤ fl, ∀l ∈ L ij, (i, j) ∈ S (9)  

∑

(i,j)∈S a
l

∑

w∈W

Vw
ij

(
f l
ij

∑
m∈L ij

f m
ij

)

≤ fl∙bl,∀l ∈ L , a ∈ A l (10)  

Vw
ij ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ W , (i, j) ∈ S (11) 

This model minimizes total costs over three decision variables; fl, that decides the frequency of service l; f l
ij, that represents the 

attractive frequency of service l for passengers over route section (i,j), and Vw
ij , which indicates how travellers of O-D pair w are assigned 

to route sections. The role of f l
ij in the formulation is to allow users to “choose” if service l belongs to the set of attractive lines: when it 

does, the attractive frequency will take a value of fl, taking a value of zero otherwise. 
The objective function (7) from this model considers the same operator costs formulation from expression (2). User costs, however, 

reflect the fact that passengers now follow routes, as defined earlier, to get to their destinations. The second term from (7) estimates 
waiting times, assuming that they are proportional to the sum of the frequencies of the attractive services (i.e., to the sum of attractive 
frequencies). The third term in (7) deals with travel times, computed as a weighted average of the travel times of the attractive lines. 
Transfers in (7) are modelled following the same logic as in (2). Flow conservation at each node as well as linking the passenger flows 
with the demand at the origin–destination level and is imposed by expression (8). Constraint (9) restricts f l

ij to values between 0 and fl. 
It is possible to prove that, if this problem has an optimal solution, then there must exist an optimal solution where all the attractive 
frequencies take values of 0 or fl (Larrain, 2013). 

Bus capacity is incorporated in this model naïvely, by directly adding constraint (10) to the formulation, which compares the load 
on each service on each segment of the corridor to its maximum capacity. Lastly, constraint (11) ensures that variables Vw

ij take non- 
negative values. 

Although this formulation does not use variable xwl
ij , this value will be used in our indicators later on. This variable can be estimated 

from the solution of the naïve LSDP by distributing the number of trips on a section among its set of attractive services, in proportion to 
the frequencies of these services: 
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xwl
ij = Vw

ij

(
f l
ij

∑
m∈L ij

f m
ij

)

(12)  

3.2. Passenger assignment models 

In this section we present the passenger assignment models used to obtain the benchmark to quantify the error incurred by using the 
naïve approach to solve the LSDP. For both cases under study (itinerary-based and route-based) we use a deterministic assignment 
model, where capacity is ignored, for the reasons given in Section 1. A deterministic passenger assignment in both cases can be found 
by solving a shortest path problem over an auxiliary network. In the case of route-based assignment, to build this auxiliary network it is 
necessary to determine beforehand the sets of attractive lines and expected travel costs for every route section in the network, which 
can be done efficiently using the algorithm from Chriqui & Robillard (1975). In such a case passengers using a given route section are 
distributed among its attractive lines proportional to their frequencies. 

Although the shortest path approach is an efficient way to deal with passenger assignment, in this work we solve the passenger 
assignment problems using equivalent optimization problems. This was done for convenience, given that these equivalent problems 
are slight variations of the naïve LSDP models we implemented. We follow a two-stage process: first we solve the naïve problem, and 
then simply assign the matrix to the solution yielding our results. Notice that this is not a bi-level approach in which the process is 
composed by a loop between both levels until a convergence criterion is met. 

For the itinerary-based case, the benchmark passenger assignment problem can be solved by fixing the service frequencies in the 
naïve LSDP defined by (2) - (6), and relaxing the capacity constraint (4). For the route-based case the approach is essentially the same: 
fix the frequencies in the naïve LSDP given now by (7) - (11), dropping the capacity constraint (10). This approach can be extended to 
find the benchmark passenger assignment in any naïve model for public transport design problems in general. This is done by fixing the 
decision variables representing the design (i.e., the variables the planner controls in practice), and relaxing the capacity constraints 
that impose upper bounds to passenger assignment variables (i.e., the rest of the variables of the problem, that reflect the decisions the 
passengers make), and solving the resulting optimization problem. 

4. Quantifying the effect of the naïve approach 

In this section, we present a methodology to determine the impact of the naïve approach in the LSDP, and introduce two indicators 
to measure. The methodology consists of three steps:  

1. Solve the naïve LSDP introduced in Section 3 to obtain the optimal frequencies and naïve passenger assignment, f l
* and xwl

ij . Notice 
that the formulations of both problems allow the model to be solved as a single entity through a standard solver (in our case, we use 
the IPOPT solver and solve using GEKKO optimization suite).  

2. Solve the modified LSDP given by fixing variables fl to f l
* in the naïve LSDP and relaxing the capacity constraint to obtain the 

benchmark passenger assignment, xwl
ij .  

3. Compute the level of passenger diversion and total capacity deficit for the scenario, and the line capacity deficit for each line. 

The first indicator, the relative deviation of the passenger-hours of in-vehicle trip time, or total passenger deviation (TPD), can be 
computed using the following formula: 

TPD =

∑
l∈L
∑

w∈W
∑

(i,j)∈S l

(

max
{

x
wl

ij
− xwl

ij , 0
}

∙tl
ij

)

∑
l∈L
∑

w∈W
∑

(i,j)∈S l

(

x
wl

ij
∙tl

ij

) , (13) 

The max
{

xwl
ij − xwl

ij ,0
}

term in the TPD formula (13) is the passenger flow that would be willing to use line section (i, j) from service l 

to perform their trip in O-D pair w, but they are forced by the naïve approach to use a different route; i.e., these are diverted passengers 
by the model. Hence, TPD is the relative number of hours travelled by diverted passengers, normalized with respect to the total time 
travelled by all passengers in the benchmark assignment. This indicator can be interpreted as a measure of the time travelled by 
passengers who are forced to behave altruistically by the naïve approach, or as a “level of altruism” of the naïve design. 

The second indicator, the capacity deficit, is defined as the additional proportion of capacity required in the naïve solution to cater 
for the demand of the benchmark passenger assignment. At each service l this additional proportion of capacity, i.e., the service ca-
pacity deficit, is represented by SCDl. The total capacity deficit is denoted by TCD. These two indicators are defined in equations (14) 
and (15), respectively. 

SCDl =

max
{

max
a∈Al

{
∑

w∈W
∑

(i,j)∈S x
wl

ij
∙βij

a

}

− blf
*
l , 0
}

blf
*
l

,∀l ∈ L (14) 
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TCD =
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l∈L max
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}
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∑
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l

(15) 

Although the methodology we describe here, applies to the specific case of the LSDP on a transit corridor, the general idea can be 
easily extrapolated to study the effect of the naïve approach in other design problems for public transit. Since the naïve approach 
implies imposing a capacity constraint to a design problem, we can always take the resulting design, feed it to the model and fix it, drop 
the capacity constraints, and solve the model to estimate a benchmark passenger assignment. The indicators we propose here are 
defined with the LSDP in mind, but they could be adapted to any design problem where a directly imposed capacity constraint may 
distort passenger assignment. 

5. Computational experiments 

In this section we start by describing the instance we built as a base case to test our methodology, and then present its results. After 
that, we perform a sensitivity analysis to study the influence of two different factors in our indicators: bus capacity and the value of 
waiting times. We end this section by presenting three types of altruistic behaviours (or “altruisms”) induced by the naïve approach 
observed in our experiments, i.e., three specific situations that lead to a difference between the naïve and the benchmark assignments. 

5.1. Scenario definition 

We performed the experiments reported in this work over a simple corridor with a known trip demand matrix and a predefined set 
of services. We chose a quite simple and easy to handle network that still allows us to highlight several potential implications of a naïve 
design approach. The case consists of a 5-stop bus corridor with three services. Service L1 stops at all the stops in the corridor, L2 stops 
at stops 1, 3 and 5, and L3stops only at the first and last stops of the corridor, as shown in Fig. 3. The slower the speed of the line, the 
larger its operating cost per cycle. Thus, for L1 the cost is the highest, while for L3 is the lowest. The trip demand matrix for this corridor 
is presented in Table 1. Table 2 presents the base parameters considered in our tests. 

We have chosen these scenarios to highlight features in the solution that are of interest for this research. The levels of demand were 
intentionally set in a level comparable to some of the most demanded BRT corridors in the world. Our fictitious corridor carries 25,000 
passengers per hour in its critical segment; the BRT systems of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Belo Horizonte, Bogotá, Istanbul and 
Guangzhou carry a higher demand in their most loaded segments (brtdata.org, 2021). To fulfill this level of demand, these systems 
usually present segments of corridors where the total flow of buses is greater than two or even three buses per minute, albeit from 
different services. 

In our sensitivity analyses, we varied the value of one of two key parameters using a one-at-a-time approach. These parameters 
were: i) bus capacity (b), and ii) the value of waiting time (θwt). The different values adopted by these parameters to build our 48 
different scenarios for sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 3. The models for the itinerary-based and route-based naïve LSDPs 
were implemented in Python 3.7.1, using the GEKKO optimization suite (Beal et al., 2018; Hansen et al., 2019; Zia et al., 2019), which 
is an object-oriented library for solving large scale MINLP problems. GEKKO uses algebraic modeling languages and has the capability 
to integrate with various linear, quadratic, non-linear, mixed-integer-linear, and mixed-integer-non-linear optimization solvers, 
including open-source solvers such as APOPT, BPOPT, and IPOPT. It is a Python based package, which further enhance its capability to 
integrate with any Pyhton based system with relative ease. There are other similar packages as well but due to its compatibility with 
the Python, it has some added advantages over others. We solved the 48 scenarios plus the base case using the IPOPT solver over a Core 
i7 computer of 2.7 GHz processor with 12 GB of RAM. For each scenario, the results for both naïve LSDPs were obtained in 3 – 5 min, 
and the benchmark passenger assignments were obtained within 1 min. All solutions reported have an optimality gap of less than 10− 6. 

5.2. Results for the base case 

This section summarizes the results for the base case scenario for both itinerary-based and route-based models. We compute for 
both cases the level of passenger diversion (i.e., the level of altruism) and the capacity deficit induced by the naïve approach. These 

Fig. 3. A 5-stop bus corridor with three services.  
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results are presented in Table 4. 
In Table 4, w’ represents the O-D pairs that show a difference between the two assignments, which in this case correspond to pairs 

1–4 and 3–5. The naïve assignment and the associated frequencies are presented in Fig. 4(a), while Fig. 4(b) presents the unconstrained 
assignment associated to these frequencies. As Table 4 shows, for the base case the resulting design was the same, both for itineray- and 
route-based assignment, so the passenger assignments depicted in Fig. 4 are valid for both options. Notice that only passenger flows 
that differ between both assignments are highlighted in both Figures. The organge color blocks in the left-hand side figure shows the 
altruistic behavior while the green color blocks in the right-hand side figure shows the corresponding benchmark behavior (assign-
ment). The figure also displays Bl (capacity of service l) and fl for each service, which are the same for both assignments. Since pas-
senger flows in this figure are displayed separately for each service, we drop the index l from xw,l

ij . The naïve assignment allows the 
network to allocate all flows with only 220 bus/h in L1, and 180 bus/h in L2. However, if passengers are allowed to choose their routes 
according to their convenience, 20 bus/h more would be needed in each of these lines; i.e. a 9.1% and an 11.1% extra capacity, 
respectively. In the case of (1,4)-trips travelers would rather choose L1 providing a direct service instead of transferring at node 3, 
while all (3,5)-trips travelers would discard L1 preferring the faster L2 instead. Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) present the load profiles associated to 
these two assignments highlighting the flow differences among them. In the left-hand side figure there are some capacity limits that 
forces the model to identify the solution that respects those capacity limits and the same time minimize the total cost. The model does 
this by forcing some passengers to do some altruistic behavior they would never do if there were have more freedom. To show that they 
were never do it, in the right-hand side figure, we relaxed the capacity constraint that you can see, the change in behavior. 

Thus, Table 4 reveals that the level of altruism for the base scenario is 5.4% and the overall capacity deficit is 8.0%, i.e., 8.0% 

Table 1 
Travel demand matrix (pax/h).  

O-D 1 2 3 4 5 

1 – 10,000 8000 1000 5000 
2 – – 10,000 0 1000 
3 – – – 8000 10,000 
4 – – – – 5000 
5 – – – – –  

Table 2 
Parameters for the base case.  

Parameter Value 

Service regularity parameter,k  1 
Number of O-D pairs 10 
Total trips (pax/h) 58,000 
Maximum load (pax/h) 25,000 
Bus capacity (pax/bus),b 50 
Value of waiting time (CLP/min),θwt  100 
Value of travel time (CLP/min),θtt  100 
Cost of making a transfer (CLP),θtr  100 
* 1 USD ≈ 650 CLP (Chilean peso)    

Table 3 
Set of additional scenarios for the sensitivity analyses.  

Sensitivity analysis Range Increments Scenarios* 

Bus capacity (b) 30 – 270 10 24 
Value of waiting time(θwt) 0 – 1200 50 24 
Total   48  

* Excluding base case. 

Table 4 
Impact of naïve approach for the base case scenario.  

Base scenario Itineraries  Routes 

b θwt  θtt  θtr  w’  TPD(%)  TCD(%)  SCDl(%)   w’  TPD(%)  TCD(%)  SCDl(%)  

L1  L2  L3   L1  L2  L3  

50 100 100 100 1 – 4 5.4 8.0 9.1 11.1 0.0  1 – 4 5.4 8.0 9.1 11.1 0.0 
3 – 5  3 – 5  
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additional capacity is required to allow the assigned flow to travel according to a non-altruistic (intended) behavior. Here, the naïve 
approach forces passengers to take undesired services for saving the cost of providing the additional capacity required to cater for the 
demand of the benchmark (non-altruistic or intended) assignment. Thus, the solution of the naïve approach is inexpensive but 
infeasible if passengers were to choose their services freely. 

The results reveal that the naïve approach underestimates the capacity needed in the network to cater for the demand, designing a 
system that will face overcrowding discomfort and extra waiting time. Thus, this work highlights the important risks of designing a 
network through the naïve approach. Designing a public transport network through a robust approach that incorporates passenger 
choices into the assignment requires a more sophisticated analysis. However, designing a public transport network through a naïve 
approach is not uncommon (even in the academic literature). If the network has enough spare capacity (e.g., by recognizing that buses 
can allocate many more passengers than the capacity included in the optimization model), the naïve approach might not be prob-
lematic. However, if bus capacity is expected to be binding in several links in the network, a naïve approach can turn to be chaotic for 
the system. In what follows we identify several implicit passenger behavior assumptions in the naïve assignment that could be 
identified by agencies designing the network through this approach to get ahead of the trouble their design might cause. 

We identified these behaviors through repeating the analysis presented before, but changing two of the parameters one by one (bus 
capacity and value of waiting time). This sensitivity analysis allowed us to categorize three types of altruism that this behavior 
assumption yield, that should be looked for if the network is designed through a naïve approach. The sensitivity analysis is presented in 
Sections 5.3 to 5.4, while the results are analyzed in Section 5.5. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of passenger assignments for scenario, b = 50, θwt = θtt = θtr = 100.  

Fig. 5. Load profile corresponding to base scenario for itineraries and routes.  
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5.3. Sensitivity analysis about bus capacity 

Since the difference between both passenger assignments is directly related to buses becoming full, the first sensitivity analyses we 
present is about the impact of bus capacity in the base case solution scenario (i.e., varying the bus capacity while keeping the remaining 
parameters constant). Figs. 6 and 7 present these results in terms of passenger diversion and capacity deficit for bus capacity ranging 
from 30 passengers/bus to 270. In both cases the figures yield the results for traffic assignment based on both itineraries and routes. In 
Fig. 7 we present the indicator per line as well. Fig. 6 reveals that when the trips are modelled as itineraries, the level of altruism of the 
naïve approach decreases with larger bus capacity, becoming zero when no capacity constraints are active or binding in the solution. 
This makes sense because if buses are large enough the naïve approach would not force any passenger to behave altruistically. Fig. 7 
presents a similar declining trend for the total capacity deficit in the itinerary assignment, but interestingly not for each line. This 
means that a larger passenger deficit may be observed in a line when the capacity of its buses grows. The maximum line capacity deficit 
for L1 and L2 are 9.1% and 15.0%, respectively. 

When the trips are modelled as routes instead of itineraries, some counter-intuitive results are now observed at the aggregated 
level. For example, the scenarios corresponding to a bus capacity of 130 to 160 passengers (Fig. 6), yield an increasing level of altruism 
and of total capacity deficit. The maximum capacity deficit for routes is 16.2% (instead of only 8.0% for itineraries) and line capacity 
deficit reaches 37.1% (instead of 15.0% for itineraries) for L2 (Fig. 7). This happens because in this range the naïve approach forces 
some of the passengers to sacrifice their best option for the benefits of other passengers and not to save the operational cost. To 
understand this counter-intuitive and interesting insight, let us consider the scenario corresponding to the bus capacity of 160. Fig. 8 
displays the route-based passenger assignment for this scenario. As before, only the link sections showing a flow difference between 
both approaches are highlighted. 

Fig. 6 also illustrates the relevance of the level of congestion on how problematic the naïve approach can really be. Regardless of the 
underlying behavioral assumption (i.e., itineraries or routes), there is a threshold on bus size after which the naïve solution does not 
divert from the desired passenger assignment. Since congestion is a product of the interaction between bus capacity and demand, this 
same effect would apply from a demand point of view. In simpler words, Fig. 6 confirms that the naïve approach becomes an issue only 
when the demand of a corridor is relatively high. 

Fig. 8 shows that 6120 passengers are forced to take the slower, undesired service L1, while they would rather take the faster L2 
(2060 traveling from 1 to 3 and 4060 traveling from 3 to 5), as it is the only attractive service for them. Further, notice that the naïve 
approach did not assign the passengers to services in proportion to their frequencies. The naïve approach solution is quite counter-
intuitive since it prevents the 2060 passengers from taking L2 which is faster and cheaper to operate than L1. This happens because if 
those 2060 passengers were assigned to L2 alone, the reduction in demand for L1 would entail a reduction of its optimal frequency, 
increasing the waiting times of users in O-D pairs 1 – 2, 1 – 4, 2 – 3, 2 – 5, 3 – 4, and 4 – 5. This effect is partially compensated by a 
higher optimal frequency for L2, benefiting passengers in O-D pairs 1 – 3, 1 – 5 and 3 – 5. This type of route assignment observed in the 
naïve approach can be considered as real altruism since a group of users is expected to choose undesired services so that a large group 
of users can be benefited. 

The percentage of diverted passengers in the route-based assignment increases significantly reaching 12.8% when the bus capacity 
reaches 160 passengers, as observed in the Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 7, the total capacity deficit becomes 16.2%. 

Lastly, it is interesting to highlight that the level of altruism in the naïve approach becomes null after reaching a capacity threshold 
value even when capacity constraint is binding (Fig. 6). This happens because when it reaches the threshold value (i.e., bus capacity 
greater than or equal to 170 for this case), all passengers are assigned to the all-stop service, neglecting limited-stop services. 

5.4. Sensitivity analysis about value of waiting time 

This section presents the sensitivity analyses with respect to the value of waiting time. The impact of the value of waiting time in the 
level of altruism shows a rather unpredictable behavior. As shown in Fig. 9, the level of altruism in the naïve approach shows a highly 
variable pattern when the value of waiting time grows from the base level of 100 to 1200 (CLP/min). This is due to changes in the set of 
attractive services in different O-D pairs. Lastly, when the value of waiting time exceeds 1200, the importance of the user cost in the 
objective function outweighs the operational cost and consequently the frequency of the undesired services becomes zero in the naïve 
solution. Thus, it always becomes a feasible solution for the unconstrained approach, if the altruism is due to the operational cost 
(θwt≥ 750). A similar trend is observed for the total capacity deficit as well and the maximum deficit is 25.9% that is observed 

Fig. 6. Level of altruism (passenger diversion) with bus capacity.  
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corresponding to θwt = 350 (Fig. 10). 
Further, if the altruism is due to user cost itself (similar to Fig. 8), then also it vanishes beyond a certain value of waiting time 

because of the following two reasons. First, the frequency of the more frequent services starts increasing, while that of less frequent 
ones starts decreasing and becomes zero beyond a certain value of waiting time. Second, the slower undesired services become 
attractive beyond certain value of waiting time. This effect narrows down the error gap between both the assignments because either 
the undesired services become desired (attractive) ones, due to an increase in the frequency, or no longer be a part of the solution (i.e., 
the frequencies of undesired services become zero). Thus, it can be concluded that the naïve approach might be a reasonable 
approximation when the value of waiting time is relatively high. 

Lastly, Fig. 10 reveals that total capacity deficits in most of the scenarios are around 8 – 20% and line capacity deficits are 9 – 25%, 

Fig. 7. Total capacity and line capacity deficits with bus capacity.  

Fig. 8. Comparison of passenger flows for scenario, b = 160, θtt = 100, θwt = 100, θtr = 100.  

Fig. 9. Level of altruism (passenger diversion) with value of waiting time.  

Fig. 10. Total capacity and line capacity deficits with value of waiting time.  
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but in scenarios, θwt = 350 − 450 the total capacity deficits are above 20% while the line capacity deficits are 55 – 76%. These results 
highlight the importance of taking the results of the naïve approach with caution and verify them with a passenger assignment model 
before implementing them. 

We also did sensitivity analyses on the transfer penalty and value of travel time. For our networks, the results did not show any 
additional differences we could highlight. 

5.5. Types of altruisms 

So far, we have shown that the naïve approach can lead to designs that would only work in practice if users of the system behave 
altruistically. In our experiments, we identified three specific ways that the naïve approach can misrepresent user behaviour; we 
denote these as types I, II and III of altruisms (Fig. 11). All three types of altruisms lead to a design that works only when a group of 
passengers take a route or itinerary they is not their best option available. In other words: in the altruistic assignment, some users will 
increase their individual travel costs to reduce the total costs of the system. What differs between these three types is where the 
altruistic users are being assigned, and how this benefits the system. As Fig. 11 shows, in the first two types of altruisms these users 
would help reducing operational costs, while in the third type this reassignment has an impact on the total user costs. These three types 
of altruisms are detailed in what follows:  

a) Altruism-I: Switching users to use spare capacity. This type of altruism happens when the planner can reduce the frequency of a 
service by reassigning some of the users on its critical segment to another service running in parallel with spare capacity. An 
example of this situation can be observed in the passenger assignments in Fig. 5. This is the most frequent type of altruism observed 
in this work, occurring in 61% of the scenarios that we have studied.  

b) Altruism-II: Switching users to cheaper services. This effect is very similar to Altruism-I. Here, some users are redirected from a 
critical desired service (i.e., a service whose frequency can be reduced if those users are removed) to a service that is cheaper to 
operate, even if this implies increasing its frequency. Quite often this cheaper service runs faster than the alternative one (thus 
exhibiting a shorter cycle time). Although somewhat counterintuitive, a faster service can indeed be an undesired service for the 
user if its frequency is low, forcing its users to experience longer waiting times. An example of this type of altruism can be seen in 
Fig. 12.  

c) Altruism-III: Switching users to a high-demand service. This effect occurs when some users are switched to an undesired service, 
usually a slower one than their preferred one, that is being used by a large number of users that may start their trip at different stops, 
as seen in Fig. 8. This way, the frequency of the slow service can be increased, reducing the waiting for a large number of users. This 
type of effect can be considered the only one where real altruism happens, because a reduced group of users is diverted to an 
undesired service so a large group of users (and not only the operator) can reduce their costs. This type of altruism was always 
observed in our experiments in scenarios where Altruism-I is also present. 

The main differences between the three types of altruism are summarized in Table 5. 

6. Summary and implications of the work – Why does altruism happen? 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that measures the effect of the naïve approach in LSDP. The results of this work 
reveal that the naïve and the unconstrained approaches yield quite different passenger assignments, raising concerns that a network 
design based on the naïve approach might have severe problems when implemented. The results also reveal that the naïve approach 
often underestimates the frequencies required for the system to carry its demand in some of its services and consequently, passengers 
would face overcrowding and excess waiting time for the buses. These negative effects of the naïve approach are more pronounced 
when the system is more stressed, i.e., when its general level of demand is higher, or when its capacity is lower. This means that public 
transport planners in the developing world should be aware of this effect, and always at least check their designs using an independent 
and more realistic passenger assignment model. On the other hand, our results also show that in less congested corridors the naïve 
approach can still represent a good starting point in the search of an efficient solution. 

For the case considered in this work, we identify three types of deviations in both passenger assignments, that we termed as types of 
altruisms. In each of these altruisms a group of passengers is expected to change its behavior in the naïve assignment, rejecting a 
desired service for their itinerary or route of preference and switching to an undesired service. In Altruism-I, the naïve approach forces a 
group of users to an undesired service with spare capacity (i.e., switching to unutilized capacity), to reduce operational costs. Altruism- 
II is also similar to Altruism-I but here some users are forced to a cheaper undesired service to reduce the operational cost (i.e., 
switching to cheaper services). Lastly, in Altruism-III, some users are switched to an undesired service, usually a slower one than their 
preferred one, that is being used by a large number of users. This way, the waiting times of a large number of users can be reduced by 
increasing the frequency of the slow service. 

Lastly, we have observed that there are scenarios in which more than one type of altruism has been observed and specially in such 
scenarios, the effect of the naïve approach is significantly higher as compared to other scenarios. In most of the scenarios (where only 
one type of altruism is present), the level of altruism is around 5 – 10%, while the total capacity deficit is around 8 – 20%, and service 
capacity deficit is 9 – 25%. However, in some of the scenarios (where more than one type of altruism is present), where level of altruism 
is more than 10%, the service capacity deficit is far beyond 25% and in one of the scenarios it is even beyond 75%. Quite alarmingly, 
this happens in a very small network with just three services. This highlights once again the importance of taking the results of the 
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Fig. 11. Types of altruisms.  

Fig. 12. Load profile corresponding to scenario, b = 50, θwt = 350, θtt = 100, θtr = 100 (Itineraries).  

Table 5 
Types of altruisms.  

Type of 
altruisim 

Altruistic behavior Why is this better for the system? 

Type 1 Users choose a suboptimal service with spare 
capacity. 

The operator can reduce the frequency of the more convenient option. 

Type 2 Users choose a suboptimal service that is relatively 
cheaper to operate. 

The operator can save on costs, moving capacity from an expesive to a cheaper service. 

Type 3 Users choose a suboptimal, but more demanded 
service. 

The optimal frequency of the service increases when it carries more demand, reducing 
the waiting times of all its users.  
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naïve approach with caution and verify them with a passenger assignment model before implementing them. 
This work gives a first approximation to the risks involved in oversimplifying a design problem. There are still several questions that 

remain open for future research. First, our experiment was limited to a small corridor, which allows us to understand the phenomenon 
and draw some general conclusions, but it would make sense to test these ideas on larger networks. Second, the metrics we propose 
were designed with the idea that they should be easy to estimate. However, it would be useful to measure the gap of the naïve approach 
against a more realistic expected passenger assignment, obtained for example from an equilibrium model, instead of just the 
(comparatively easier to obtain) desired passenger assignment. Lastly, there are many other public transport design problems, 
especially in the tactical planning phase that could lend themselves to a naïve approach. We believe that our main recommendations 
should also apply to these types of problems, but the severity of the error induced and the specific types of altruisms involved merit a 
closer inspection. 
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